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the form of solving the system of equations in matrix form. The first approach allows finding
estimates of object space position and the speed of its coordinates change according to one peri-
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adjusting works in production, and safety precautions observance by manufacture, repair and
options attenuators, built in measuring instruments of increased capacity. The aim of the work is
to develop automated method to adjust SWRU and uneven frequency response in microwave attenuator. This article offers theoretical analysis of the offered model of microwave attenuator
representing the system of adjustment block, controlled by computer and the block setting the
values of standing wave ratio on voltage (SWRU) and attenuator transfer factor. The article describes the method to implement a given model representing a directed system made of attenuators and automatic adjustment node as well as the results of offered sample research. Also applied importance of technical application for the developed device to adjust standing wave ratio
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The concept of modern unification theory application to a multitude of terms of formal software
machines, consisting of algorithmic algebras system is shown. This formalism gives the possibility of strict mathematical description of the known software language tools for analysis, automatic synthesis and optimization of program code. It is shown that a new modified unification
algorithm is not inferior to the previously created algorithms, but has the possibility of its application in the design of complex software systems created using modern programming languages. The aim of the work is to construct a new unification algorithm of formal descriptions
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The task of comparing database schemes obtained in two ways is considered: experimental
analysis and research of existing databases. The aim of this article is to use an algorithm for
comparing the equivalence of a database scheme obtained in two ways: experimental analysis
and research of existing databases. An algorithm is proposed for comparing two sets of functional dependencies for equivalence. The results of applying this algorithm are given. The scientific novelty of this article is to use comparative results to identify inconsistencies in data bases.
This allows you to reduce the time in designing databases that use old database, containing in its
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The aim of the work is to create tools for computer support to assist with management decisionmaking in a regional educational system. The authors studied the information processes in a regional educational system in order to develop an effective decision management system with the
help of the developed information system of decision support (ISPR). The architecture of ISPR,
which consists of four blocks, is described. The paper describes only two blocks: data and process analysis and visualization block. These units can function as stand-alone modules and can
be connected to another information system. To assess the rating of educational organization
(EO) the algorithm of neural networks was used. With its help, the classification of EO was carried out. With the help of algorithms of intellectual data processing, the list of indicators of
schools ' activity was analyzed and the most significant indicators were selected for the rating
like examination marks on the subjects and average points received in Unified state exam. Special kinds of algorithms were adopted and used because of the unusual nature of the data, which
was described in the paper. Specific results of calculations are given. Examples of decision
management are illustrated. The forecast for the school was made, and a suggestion on which
indicators should be changed to increase the rating was proposed. All calculations are accompanied by graphs, which are created with the visualization module of ISPR.
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In this article the problem of optimization of parameters of a design of the photo-electric module with cooling is solved. The aim of this work is to develop an algorithm to optimize the parameters of design of photo-electric module with cooling functioning in the conditions of increased ambient temperature. The main criterion of optimization problem is the efficiency of
photo-electric module representing the relation of developed energy in watts to expenses for its
production in rubles. The algorithm of optimization is based on gradient descent method
adapted for this task. In the work the calculation is carried out and optimum parameters of design of photo-electric module with cooling are received. Results of modeling show that the offered algorithm allows to determine optimum parameters of design of photo-electric module
with cooling in order to achieve maximum efficiency of its functioning in the conditions of increased environment temperature.
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The aim of the work is to solve the problem of optimizing the structure of a binary matrix. The
relevance of entropy criteria usage in complex systems modeling of different nature is shown.
The structural entropy concept is based on the symmetry concept. The symmetry reflects some
orderliness of the object parts under study. Symmetry minimum allows you to get the maximum
variety of object structural elements. The binary matrix structure invariance with respect to the
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selected structural elements permutations is considered. A minimal unit of binary matrix partitioning in the constructed model is its row. Rows permutations among themselves and elements
permutations in rows are considered. On the basis of performed binary matrix structuring, a
measure of its symmetry is introduced. A symmetry measure allowed to synthesize quality entropy criteria. The efficiency of using the obtained simulation results in theory and practice of
digital devices test control is introduced. A digital device model «black box» was considered.
Based on pseudo-random number generator, digital devices tests covering single faults of «short
circuit» and «constant» types were built. It was assumed that a fault of «short circuit» type can
occur between any tested digital circuit control points, a «constant» type fault can occur at any
control point. The experimental data analysis showed that the obtained entropy criteria allowed
to reduce digital devices tests length.
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The concept of «observability in the small» for dynamical systems in case of nonautonomous
(non-stationary) linear systems is systematically considered for the first time. A theoretical
problem of principal observability «in the small» of a third-order linear non-autonomous system
and its application for analyzing the observability of small spacecraft is considered. A special
case of «observability in the small» of the general theory of control and observation meets physical and technical features of small spacecraft operation. The aim of the work is to solve the
problem of observability of dynamic systems, in particular, small spacecraft under certain restrictive conditions, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the solution using a real example.
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The problem of shooting parameter value optimization when scheduling a system of shooting is
considered and the possibility to use a hybrid evolutionary algorithm for its decision is investigated. The aim of work is application of the evolutionary approach to the problem of shooting
parameters optimization assuming development of program system integrating mathematical
models and evolutionary algorithms of optimization and implementing the search of optimization problem parameter values to meet a set of requirements and restrictions at acceptable time
expenditure. To solve a practical problem to optimize the coverage of observation subject by the
system of shooting the idea of genetic algorithm and differential evolution algorithm hybridization was offered and implemented. The results solving a practical problem of shooting parameter optimization confirming expediency of the offered hybrid evolutionary algorithm application
providing minimization of time expenditure for the solution of optimization task are given.
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The aim of the work is to study the possibility of applying the principles and methods of quantum computing technology in the complementary processing of information. Paper describes the
formulation of the problem of quantum computing. Paper analyzes the concept of a quantum
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is investigated. Complementarity is investigated in the field of computational processing as one
of the optimization methods. The article analyzes the concept of a complementary system. The
article proves that there are two complementary systems in the field of optimization. The first
system is the initial system of equations with the conditions of complementarity. The second
system is the solution of equations and the complementary system itself. If we consider the conditions and solutions as one system, then the complementary system is one. If we consider the
solution and condition as different systems, then there are two complementary systems. That solution has the properties of complementarity. The article shows that the organization of a qubit
fully complies with the complementarity conditions in complementary systems.
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The problem of temperature stabilization in the ammonia synthesis column is considered. The
mathematical description of the object is given in the form of a matrix transfer function obtained
in the identification process from the results of the experiment, which is then converted into a
left matrix polynomial decomposition. The procedure of transition from left decomposition to
right mutually simple polynomial decomposition is given. The regulator of a second order is selected with the property of astatism. Regulator parameters are calculated using the polynomial
method. To determine the parameters of the regulator it is necessary to move from a polynomial
equation to the so-called Diophantine equation with numerical matrices, which is solved using
known methods. Block diagram of automatic control system and transient processes in the system when applying test signals are given. The aim of the work is to develop an astatic ACS
temperature regime in the reaction zone of ammonia synthesis column at a given time of transient process, overshoot and provision of channel autonomy based on matrix polynomial method
using the approximation of mathematical model of matrix process of transfer function of a low
order in order to simplify the regulator compared to known results.
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The paper deals with the technology of solving the problem of measuring and controlling system inertia, which leads to a deviation from the specified deformation modes. The aim of the
work is to improve the automated control system for temperature and speed deformation modes
on thermocompressive process equipment. The developed system ensures precise compliance
with temperature and speed parameters of deformation. The use of the developed automated
system is advisable to control deformation modes for isothermal stamping and for stamping in
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Generalized model concepts describing the formation of dispersed inclusions of new phases of
different stoichiometric composition at the interfaces in polycrystalline films of multicomponent
ferroelectric oxides due to the processes of bulk diffusion, grain boundary segregation and interaction with the substrate are described. The aim of the work is an experimental study of the
formation of inclusions of «impurity» phases in ferroelectric oxides on the example of polycrystalline films of lead titanate zirconate and strontium bismuth tantalate.
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Resource characteristics of volume discharge in СО2-laser mixtures at atmospheric pressure and
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